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May Peace Prevail on Earth
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Travels through India
January/ February 2002

Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh (All Blessings
and Respect Due) journeyed through India
once again, this time accompanied by two of
the Reverend’s (ABRD)
students and devotees
throughout all existence: Dr. Nazirahk K.
K. Amen, a Naturopathic Physician practicing in the Washington D. C./ Maryland
area, who attended a
medical conference in
Mumbai, India —–
and Subhash Marwah,
a retired banker/ renunciate of India.

NOTE: please see page
5 for letter written to
help-supporter in New
Orleans for more information concerning travels...

We begin with views
of the Reverend
Baba (ABRD) at a
Jain Temple nestled
in the mountains of
Idar Gujarod - and
conclude these views
of the journey (for as
Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
ReverendNazirA Photo Album (page 1)
moreh(ABRD)
teaches one and
“...for the consciousness expansion and
all – “We are on an
further spiritual development of all existence…”
infinite journey...”)
with pictures of
Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh
some of the Rever(ABRD) outside of dwelling in
end’s (ABRD) stuMumbai first day of landing,
dents in the Washpreparing to journey to Jain
ington D.C. area who
Temple Ashram, with doctor
attending conference in Mum- came to greet and asbai for the period of the Rever- sist the Reverend
end Baba’s stay in the moun(ABRD) on the Revtain temple ashram
erend’s (ABRD)
journey back to the
monastery ashram
in the United States.
Keep the view, more
glimpses to follow…

One day while Reverend Baba Swami Nazirmoreh (ABRD) was going
into deep meditation at the mountaintop Jain Temple Ashram, a chipmonk attuned to Swamiji’s being and proceeded to climb on top the Reverend’s head and meditated in union with Baba Nazirmoreh. After the
meditation, one of the heads of the Temple being very moved at this
sight, informed the Reverend of the presence of the chipmonk and inquired of the Reverend as to this state. Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
informed the temple keeper that the Reverend was aware of the chipmonk’s presence and the union.
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Baba
Nazirmoreh
(ABRD)
feeding and communicating
with the
Monkeys
in and of the
temple area
thought
atmosphere

Below:
A construction crew worker at Jain temple receiving the purple cord.
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The Reverend (ABRD) also spent nights in deep meditation, under blankets
of stars – surrounded by the mountainside’s beauty. However, due to the
concerns of ashram attendants and visitors, several pleas were made to the
Reverend to come up from meditations. Several came to the Reverend to
speak with the Reverend concerning – the Reverend informing all that the
Reverend had nothing to fear, had no fear, that nothing would harm the
Reverend, the Reverend being attuned to all existence – in Truth – in
Light – in Love. A letter (the original appears below) was written and delivered to Swamiji – which reads as follows: “In night here must be lion and
another dangerous animal can come. So you please come up in Temple
ground. Meditation is not in cave not in temple. but it is only in our Soul. It
is natural. So you please come up. that way we feel relax.”.

After speaking with all who had come to speak with the Reverend concerning the matter, all were relieved – all understood. All
returned to the temple grounds to view Nazirmoreh in meditation from that area, that dimension, that thought, that feeling. Next
day, after night of meditation – after being concerned through observation —– one in particular asking Baba Nazirmoreh what
took place, what was the feeling, what Nazirmoreh felt, where had Nazirmoreh traveled. – Nazirmoreh informing her that she
must be initiated into that information, or experience it herself – that it is only clear through self experience.
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The Temple Keepers:
manager (left) – Harivadan Brahumbhatt and
family/staff member – Vithalbhui Patel,
standing with Nazirmoreh

All at temple, manager - staff – and others, as well as others
throughout India, receiving spiritual union initiation – the Reverend Baba (ABRD) placing purple wrist band / cord on arm as being part of that initiation/recognition – that all will recognize and
know.
The collective effort/service toward the consciousness expansion
and further spiritual development throughout all existence.
The Union.
We are One.
The Trustee of the temple invited Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to journey to an ashram in the
Himalayas with one who currently resided
there and was presently on route to this dwelling. However, Nazirmoreh informed the Trustee that Nazirmoreh would first try to locate
the Swami that Baba Nazirmoreh traveled
with in India previously, who also dwelled in
the Himalayas and had asked the Baba to
come and dwell there... (see letter beginning
on page 5 written to helper-supporter in New
Orleans for further details)
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LETTER DICTATED BY REVEREND NAZIRMOREH (ABRD)
MAILED TO HELPER-SUPPORTER IN NEW ORLEANS
OM Hemant Shah
16 May 2002
Have returned from the travels in India. The stay at the temple/ ashram dwelling was beautiful, thanks to
Hemant Shah ’s arrangements for Nazirmoreh to stay there . Nazirmoreh was well taken care of and provided for. Harivadan Brahumbhatt (manager) was a beautiful person and the crew, helpers, staff were all
beautiful as well… They all did their work, their duties, took care of their responsibilities efficiently, precisely… with love, joy and happiness, devotion to that work. They all saw to it that Nazirmoreh would be
most comfortable, with devotion. One stated that he would like to and looked forward to Nazirmoreh’s return to the temple/ashram with Hemant Shah. Nazirmoreh stated that could possibly be – in truth, in light,
in love. Mr. Ramesh Bhrugushastry and his son Hemubhai in Mumbai, received and assisted Nazirmoreh
and gave further directions and assistance that was helpful in Nazirmoreh’s journey toward the temple.
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LETTER DICTATED BY REVEREND NAZIRMOREH (ABRD)
MAILED TO HELPER-SUPPORTER IN NEW ORLEANS
(continued)
They also gave assistance financially equivalent to the sum of $100.00 U.S. dollars in Indian currency –
given by Hemubhai, which was most appreciated. However, Nazirmoreh did not use the funds and would
like to return it through Hemant Shah. Would Hemant Shah see to these funds being returned to them?
With Nazirmoreh’s much thanks… thank you very much Hemant Shah .
Love you very much.
In Truth, In Light, In Love
Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh
Yours in that truth, in that light, in that love
OM Hemant Shah
After Note: Did attend Kumbha Mela at Allahabad also during the travels.
(Update: it was the Magh Masa in Allahbad that the Reverend (A.B.R.D.) attended, rather than a Kumbha Mela)

Heard enclosed audio during Kumbha Mela. Located the distributor that Hemant Shah may hear also.
OM Hemant Shah Namaskaar.
(Photographs are also enclosed for Hemant Shah’s viewing.)
********************************************************************************************
Om, Hemant Shah
June 2002
These pictures were taken the day before and the day of departure from the temple. This was due to the
doctor arriving with a camera at that time, from the medical conference which the doctor (a direct student
of Nazirmoreh and member of Nahziryah Monastic Community) attended in Mumbai. The days before that
were all beautiful. Beautiful meditations, visitations, questions, answers, conversations, invitations, with
those and from those which Hemant Shah informed of Nazirmoreh being at the temple, at the ashram. Being invited to journey to the Himalayas to dwell within the dwelling of one brought to Nazirmoreh by the
trustee; the son and family members of the builder of the temple. They invited Nazirmoreh to journey to the
ashram at that time. Nazirmoreh informed them that Nazirmoreh would try to locate first the Swami that
Nazirmoreh traveled with in India previously. The Swami having a dwelling in the Himalayas also – which
Nazirmoreh was asked to come and stay, during the time of Nazirmoreh’s previous travels in India with
him,… (Nazirmoreh being called back to America before journeying to the Himalayas)… and would like to
continue the journey during this travel in India. Nazirmoreh located a devotee of the Swami living in Delhi,
he being very much attuned to Nazirmoreh due to Nazirmoreh’s previous travels in India and stating that
he had informed his family (his wife and his children) that he was preparing to contact Nazirmoreh, that he
could come to Nazirmoreh in America and dwell within the ashram – Nahziryah Monastic Community,
with Nazirmoreh. Being very much surprised – he and family, of Nazirmoreh calling him the very next day
from his brother’s dwelling – which was his dwelling at one time, (at the time of Nazirmoreh’s last contact
with him),... he and they being very much surprised that Nazirmoreh was in India the very next day… and
being informed by the devotee, that the Swami had taken his life shortly after or during the last Maha
Kumbha Mela or approximately two years ago. Nazirmoreh having been scheduled to attend that Kumbha
Mela, however being distracted by other Community concerns to be taken care of. After being informed –
Nazirmoreh continued Nazirmoreh’s travels through India with that devotee who asked if he could travel
with Nazirmoreh, he being a retired banker or one who had worked at a bank in various communication
positions and financial offerings or approvals of those seeking financial assistance from the bank for various on-the-land projects, materials and equipment. This was part of his service at the time, he being a very
spiritually orientated being, had transcended that degree of service and seeking to serve and assist in a
more spiritual way in the further consciousness expansion and spiritual development and well-being of all
beings throughout all existence. So we traveled on, with Nazirmoreh beginning another phase of
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LETTER DICTATED BY REVEREND NAZIRMOREH (ABRD)
MAILED TO HELPER-SUPPORTER IN NEW ORLEANS
(continued)
Nazirmoreh’s travels. Nazirmoreh feeling much pain – having not been in India to see, speak with and communicate with the Swami before his departure. However, knowing that his departure was of his knowing,
his choice and that he will be travelling in other planes, other worlds of existence, of knowing, of dimensions, of ascensions, of attainments during his further experiential journey. Nazirmoreh directing the devotee that America was not the place for him, that his work, his service should be in India at this time, that we
could continue to communicate, that Nazirmoreh would continue to instruct and direct and assist him in his
work, in his service as well as travel to India periodically to assist in that service as well… He asking to be
and becoming a direct student of Nazirmoreh and helper-supporter member of Nahziryah Monastic Community/ Nazir Order of the Purple Veil and all beings throughout all existence, in service, devotion, love.
OM Hemant Shah
Namaskaar
Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh
Nahziryah Monastic Community
Nazir Order of the Purple Veil
A. N. Enclosed is check for $100.00 made out to Hemant Shah .
Please direct.
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The following clipping was taken from the Purple Veil Newsletter - issue #5 (Aug/Sept 1997)
of Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD) and above mentioned Swami
KUMBHA MELA, HARIDWAR 1986

One day while bringing water up from a well in front of an ashram for travelling Sadhus – the above mentioned Swami walked to, and passed Nazirmoreh, into the ashram.
Coming out of ashram, came to Nazirmoreh and asked if Nazirmoreh would travel with
Him to His dwelling in the Himalayas – that He had been looking for Nazirmoreh this
lifetime – that Nazirmoreh and He had traveled together in previous lifetimes – that
Nazirmoreh and He were very close and that He had been searching for Nazirmoreh –
that He and Nazirmoreh could continue the journey/ the travels. Nazirmoreh saying to
the Swami – Yes, however the Kumbha Mela in Haridwar first. And we traveled on from
that point, continuing the journey – stopping at various residences of the Swami’s chelas/devotees, and sitting with them – giving darshan – the Swami and Nazirmoreh on
route to Kumbha Mela and the Himalayas.
Previous to that, travelers would come to Nazirmoreh sitting in front of ashram, to sit
with Nazirmoreh – and commune on higher levels of perception, Spiritual Union. Many
gathered on route to Kumbha Mela and other areas throughout India.
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Views of families - friends spiritual union initiations…
At the residence of Subhash (left) student devotee of
Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD) (center)
and companion of Subhash (right)

(and other residences)
Subhash traveled throughout India with
Swamiji and, among other services, served as
explainer to those who requested Swamiji's
guidance, counseling, darshan – some not quite
understanding fully the metaphysical/esoteric
word projections coming through Nazirmoreh
(ABRD).

Also traveling throughout India with Swamiji
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) is Dr. Nazirahk K. K.
Amen (left) - beloved student of Reverend
Nazirmoreh (ABRD)/ member of Nahziryah
Monastic Community/ initiate of and into the
Nazir Order of the Purple Veil by our Beloved
Spiritual Master Reverend Nazirmoreh
(ABRD) —–

Student/daughter brought to Nazirmoreh
(ABRD) at Subhash’s Delhi residence by father and mother being informed of Nazirmoreh’s (ABRD) travels in India –
for spiritual union/initiation in Truth, in
Light, in Love of entire family and blessings
for passing of education examination.
Letter via e-mail to Swamiji Nazirmoreh
(ABRD) at Nahziryah Monastic Community
from Subhash – 6 June 2002
“...Swamiji may be reminded of one Mr. Jai
Prakash who came to Subhash`s residence
along with his family to seek Swamiji`s blessings for success of his daughter in high school
examination .The girl passed examination
with astonishing first division. Family desired
to convey their thanks to Swamiji.”
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Below:
Residence of Prahlad Suri requesting Baba Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to travel to and spiritually assist in health dis-ease
that he was feeling discomfort with. The Reverend (ABRD) directing him to Dr. Nazirahk Amen, traveling with the Reverend
Baba (ABRD), for assistance – in the physical health area. After speaking with the doctor concerning the problem, he asked the
Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to give the spiritual touch - assistance from that area, the Baba transmitted the touch and initiation
into the spiritual union.
OM
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Views of Swami Parmanad Narayan Dham Ramnagar Colony in Vrindavan, India
Swami Yadunandan Chaitnay (Caretaker Swami of Ashram)
seated with Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
The Swami showing Nazirmoreh (ABRD) many pictures of the Swami’s activities/travels/service/efforts towards
physical, mental, spiritual well-being of All – those who hear the Call.
Reverend Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD) mentioning to all at Nahziryah Monastic Community that the Ram Nagar Colony’s life effort living was holistic – very much attuned to Nahziryah Monastic Community holistic living
life effort.
The Swami receiving the Spiritual Union Initiation.
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) saying to the Swami that Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) would have sent to the Swami – Baba
Nazirmoreh’s Herbal Vegetable Seasoning Blends. The Swami stating that he would like Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to
send as well the formulas and instructions on how to make blends – that the Colony/Ashram may make the blends
also.
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) staying at ashram for a time...
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One in front of Colony/Ashram (having visited
Ashram) seeking political office, accompanied by
followers and devotees – Asking the Reverend
(ABRD) for spiritual blessing regarding his directions. The Reverend Baba (ABRD) giving blessing
and initiating into the Spiritual Union and Service.
Prostrating before Nazirmoreh (ABRD) in deep
truth sincerity – receiving the blessing, the initiation.

Below:
Swami Madhavnarayanacharya and other Swami Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) stopped at their ashram
while taking round of Vrindavan. Speaking with
them of many matters of a spiritual direction.
They receiving the purple cord.

Below:
to the left of Nazirmoreh (ABRD) – Dr. Munishawar
Mishra, who asked the Baba for initiation –
and receiving.
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Reverend Baba (ABRD) taking round of Vrindavan (top left) and traveling on holy river Yamuna at Vrindavan. Journeying with the Reverend (ABRD) is Subhash Marwah and Dr. Amen (Nazirahk K. K. Amen).

Below:
Reverend Baba (ABRD) journeying on the holy river Ganga in Varanasi, at the Sangum – the confluence of
the holy Ganga and Yamuna near Allahabad,
during an annual holy gathering - Magh Masa – in Allahabad.
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Bottom two photos:
In Rishikesh Colony
Those at residence of Shri S. P. Chopra requesting darshan of the Reverend Baba and receiving – and requesting that a meal be
prepared for the Baba, and Nazirmoreh (ABRD) accepting. Nazirmoreh (ABRD) initiating them into the Spiritual Union with the
placing of the purple cord upon their wrist in acknowledgment of the Union, in expression of the Union, Projection and Recognition - that all may see, know and remember. We are One in the effort, in the service, in the collective effort toward the consciousness expansion and further spiritual development throughout all existence – in Truth, in Light, in Love —– in physical, mental,
spiritual well-being, beyond conditioned programmed limitations, sickness – pain – death illusions.
There were those also at Rishikesh Colony who asked Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to come to their dwelling, that they may prepare
meals for the Baba. Nazirmoreh (ABRD) accepting. Nazirmoreh (ABRD) having meals prepared for the Baba for three consecutive days at the dwelling of Shri S. P. Chopra; at the dwelling of Shri P. S. Raizada - elder social worker; and at the dwelling of
Shri Madan – Ayurvedic doctor.
All was beautiful.

(Above and to the right) On walk to temple grounds spiritual gathering area - at
Triveni Ghat of Rishikesh, at the foothills
of the Holy Himalayas (in back ground:
the mountain range starts upwards). Dr.
Amen and Subhash with Reverend Baba
Nazirmoreh (ABRD).
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You receive that which you are, according to the plane of consciousness you are travelling on your glimpse, your sight, your vision, your version, your view
Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
Below… Reverend Swamiji sits in communication, in a temple grounds spiritual gathering area in Rishikesh at Traveni Ghat,
with a transcendent ascetic (which some may call mentally imbalanced, insane, a mad man – - - which the Reverend (ABRD)
does not. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.) that the Reverend beckoned to come sit with the Reverend. This union opened the
doors for spiritual seekers within the area to gather around and receive darshan from the Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) completing the circle.
Subhash thought that Swamiji was unnecessarily interacting with an insane person. Swamiji related to Subhash that that was
why the being needed to be interacted with. – that was the reason for Swamiji interacting with the being.
Love – Compassion - Knowing
Truth, Light and Love
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While on the banks of the Ganga
at Har-Ki-Pauri temple grounds
in Haridwar, Reverend Baba
Nazirmoreh (ABRD), Dr. Nazirahk Amen and Subhash sat in
observation/ contemplation – .
There, priests, keepers of the
temple, other holy men, lay people and other seekers of truth,
dotted the banks to give and to
receive. As had often occurred,
crowds gathered around Swamiji
Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD), to
ask and to receive darshan and
initiation into the Spiritual Union
through the placing of the purple
cord – also asking for instructions and direction in spiritual
matters. To Nazirahk Dr.
Amen’s astonishment while
viewing the scene, Dr. Amen recognized that it was predominately priests and other holy
men who came forward to
Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to
receive.

At Har-Ki-Pauri, Haridwar
(Subhash traveled throughout India with Swamiji to care for Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD) and, among other devotions, served as explainer to those who requested Swamiji's guidance, counseling, darshan – some not quite understanding fully the metaphysical/esoteric word projections coming through Nazirmoreh (ABRD).)

Below (as in like pictures), seekers look at the Reverend’s beloved interpreter Subhash as Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD) answers questions and gives darshan and initiation into the Union –
to those who have gathered round…
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Below: Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
At Divine Life Society – Swami Sivananda Ashram

To right and below:
At Sarnath near
Varanasi (Benares) the place of The Buddha Siddhartha
Gautama’s first sermon
after enlightenmentReverend Baba
Nazirmoreh (ABRD),
Subhash Marwah,
and Dr. Amen
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A joyous occasion...

...Baba Nazirmoreh
(ABRD)
at-one-ment in a large
tented ashram colony…
below in middle of photo:
“young Swami
Abhai Prpanacharya
who served Swamiji Nazirmoreh (ABRD) with great reverence” (words of Subhash)

...views of Swamiji
giving initiation into
the Union...
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Below:
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) speaking with and sitting with Spiritual Head, Guru of tented ashram colony and other
members of ashram.

Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) sits with
group of sadhus after boat journey at Sangam
(confluence of Holy River Ganga and Yamuna).
The Reverend having conversations with saintly
being – Shri Ram Swaroop Das Ji Maharaj – beautiful being, spiritual head of gathering, guru. Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD) initiating fellow traveler, server, beautiful being – into the Spiritual Union – We are One – through the tying of the purple
cord. Physical, Mental, Spiritual Union beyond the
body, beyond the mind. Our work, our service is
One.
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Nazirmoreh (ABRD) giving honor, respect
and love to the birds in the trees, to the
breeze flowing through the leaves – to all
things that come to Nazirmoreh (ABRD) in
Nazirmoreh’s (ABRD) dreams, dreams true.
I walk with you. Open your heart that I
might get through to you. Oh do nothing that
would stop me from getting through.
I will sing to you in your dreams...
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A meeting on the
train…
notice
anything?

The Snake Charmer received the purple cord
during journey.

the journey continues on...

Below: Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) walks to and sits with head of temple –
Tyagi Shyam Sunder Das at retreat dwelling during temple head’s travels.
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) and temple head, speaking of not discussing matters of a
metaphysical / esoteric nature in the presence of uninitiated students and listeners in that spiritual area/degree.
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As has happened on
numerous occasions...

One day as Reverend Swamiji was sitting in a market place in Nasik, taking in
atmospheric impressions...

...the village market onlookers…

gathered around Swamiji...

to give obeisance...

and receive…
many asked and received the purple
cord, instructions, directions and the Union through the touch.
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more receptive and receiving views…
Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD), Subhash, and Dr. (physician) G. B. Chavan - Head and Director of Shri
Nisargdatta Society, 20 miles north of Mumbai. The doctor speaking with Nazirmoreh (ABRD) and asking
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) for directions concerning his further travels and service. The doctor and family receiving the anointing. the purple cord , the Union. The doctor’s daughter physician, arrived shortly and received.
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Members of the Monastery – Ashram - Community and Order took Reverend Baba
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to New Orleans to get train to Washington D.C. on route to India.
(to right and below)
Photos of Reverend Baba
Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
and Hemant Shah
Hemant Shah took Reverend Baba
Nazirmoreh (ABRD) to train station in New Orleans on route to
Washington, D. C. to take plane
therefrom to India, to Jain Temple;
Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh’s
(ABRD) first dwelling on route
through India.

After staying at Hemant Shah’s
residence (upon Hemant Shah’s
request) in Kenner, Louisiana for
a couple of days,
to speak with Hemant Shah
and guest of many things of a
spiritual nature,
prior to journeying to India Hemant Shah received anointing
and Purple Cord Union at the
train station before Reverend
Baba Nazirmoreh’s (ABRD)
departure.

Hemant Shah
and members of
Community and Order (not shown) sit in
meditation at the
train station with
Reverend Baba
Nazirmoreh (ABRD).
These travels are but a small portion – or not a third or fraction of the Reverend’s intended travels; the Reverend’s Visa period being six months.
However, due to Nazirahk – Dr. Amen’s obtaining the tickets according to the doctor’s time schedule, the travel time period was limited. Subhash
as directed by Swamiji while in India, did all that Subhash could do in contacting the airline officials to get the Reverend’s ticket schedule extended at whatever expense necessary, that the Baba and Subhash may continue the travels while Dr. Amen returned to Dr. Amen’s practice/Dr.
Amen’s service in America (Washington D.C./Maryland area), while Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD) and Subhash continued the journey.
However, with all that Subhash did and was instructed to do he was not able to get an extension according to Swamiji’s time/thoughts concerning
the matter and the travels. There was one option; that the Reverend stay a lot longer than the Reverend intended on staying with the view of observations/of cancellations, without a time guarantee, after an extended period of time. So the Reverend had to return sooner than later, to return
to India, to continue the travels, sooner than later. OM. We are on an infinite journey.
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A small gathering of Nazirmoreh’s (ABRD) direct initiated students, helper/supporter
members (living in the Washington D.C./Maryland area) at airport in Washington D.C. to
assist the Baba on the Baba’s return journey back to the ashram, the Monastery, Nahziryah Monastic Community - some days after Nazirmoreh’s (ABRD) return from travels in
India.
Keep the sight, there is more to come...
Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD),
Sister Pradhana Temua Dhyana

Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
Sister Jacqueline Suggs
Sister Pradhana Temua Dhyana
Direct initiated students of Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
and helper/supporter members
of Nahziryah Monastic Community

Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD),
Sister Jacqueline Suggs

Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD),
Brother Curtis Keys
Direct initiated student of Nazirmoreh (ABRD)
and helper/supporter member

As Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD) teaches,
“There are always heights ahead…”
Words of Reverend Baba Nazirmoreh (ABRD):
Understand, that Nazirmoreh does not always express or reveal all that Nazirmoreh sees. It would be beyond the understanding or acceptance, of the average ordinary normal people.

Nahziryah Monastic Community
Path of Mystic Enlightenment
The Nazir Order of the Purple Veil
Blessings and Thanks to our Spiritual Teacher, Founder and Director of Nahziryah Monastic Community –
Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD)

Many paths - One goal. Many names - ONE DIVINE CREATOR, Source of All That Is. Universal Consciousness. Highest Spiritual Evolution. Our Order is the Nazir Order of the Purple Veil. Purple is a color of
the highest spiritual vibratory rate. This is the color of the age of enlightenment, the age of universal consciousness, the age which the world is now embarking on. Our beliefs, our way of life are founded in Truth. Truth
which is beyond any one religion. Truth which is found in all religions. We align ourselves with That which Is.
What is our religion? - all of them. Where are we from? - everywhere. We strive to transcend all limitations.
We offer you a glimpse of this truth... We are all from the same place, we are all from the same source. The
Creator is our father and mother, the universe - cosmos is our home. We limit our consciousness and understanding when we do not take our birthright, as Beings of the Divine Essence of All That Is, Was and Ever Shall
Be. Our consciousness narrows when we crystallize ourselves in the consciousness of being from a country, a
state, a city, a street, a house, a spot and so on. We are not these bodies. We expand our consciousness and our
understanding when we align with the higher Truths of Being.
In our quest for spiritual attainment, we harmonize the physical, mental and spiritual aspects of our being to bring it into "at-one-ment". We live a simple, monastic, community life. We reside at our monastery; Nahziryah Monastic Community, Retreat for Meditation and Holistic Living, where we do organic gardening to
help sustain the Community's dietary needs. We work hard, study, meditate and our diet is vegetarian-vegan
(non-dairy). To support the Community and the effort toward consciousness expansion and further spiritual development throughout all existence, - in truth, in light, in love, wisdom, knowledge and understanding, (may
peace prevail on earth as in heaven), we make and offer art crafts, as well as metaphysical/esoteric, spiritual literature of all faiths, recordings and meditation supplies. An initiate of the Nazir Order of the Purple Veil wears
all purple monastic garments at all times, and all live-in members of Nahziryah Monastic Community; brothers
and sisters, dress uniformly - according to like gender. You will find live-in members of Nahziryah Monastic
Community and our Order very seldom travel alone, never engaging in frivolous talk. We are reclusive.
A true member of Nahziryah Monastic Community and the Nazir Order of the Purple Veil, will first, foremost and always proclaim Nazirmoreh (All Blessings and Respect Due) as his or her Spiritual Teacher and
Guide. Nazirmoreh (A.B.R.D.) nurtures us in a spiritual and universal love for all beings; for all are fellow travelers on the spiritual journey. With an open heart and far reaching vision, Nazirmoreh (A.B.R.D.) guides the
Nazir children of light onward and upward - to embrace the All in All. Who are these children of light? Those
who would choose, those who hear the call and have come to give their All...BEHOLD THE ONE IN ALL.
In Truth, In Light, In Love
Peace be with you
All In All
Nahziryah Monastic Community
Nazir Order of the Purple Veil
Blessings and Thanks to
Reverend Nazirmoreh K. B. Kedem (A.B.R.D.)
founder, spiritual head & director of Nahziryah Monastic Community / Retreat for Meditation and Wholistic Living
Monastic Ecovillage / The Community Of The Purple Lodge
The Nazir Order Of The Purple Veil / I n The Degree Of The Ascension
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In Service…
Nahziryah
Monastic
Community

Please visit the main web site concerning the
Community, the Service.
News from Nahziryah Monastic Community

The Nazir Order of the
Purple Veil

www.nmcnews.org

Retreat for
Meditation and Wholistic
Living

There are always heights ahead. We are on an
infinite journey…

Better Health Naturally Information Department

The Purple People Place
www.thepurplepeople.org

Nazir Art Crafts
Veil of Truth
Omniversity
Purple Veil
Newsletters

For further information:
Rev. Nazirmoreh K. B. Kedem
Nahziryah Monastic Community
Nazir Path 970 MC 5029
Saint Joe, AR 72675
1-870-449-4381
eemeht@mtnhome.com

and more to come…

MAY PEACE
PREVAIL ON EARTH

MAY PEACE PREVAIL ON EARTH

"You get what you are, you get what you pay for. What you are is
the plane of consciousness you're traveling on. You get according to
your experiential need, related to your level of consciousness or degree of awareness. The pay is the effort you put into utilizing the information received that is conducive to your
higher consciousness expansion
and further spiritual development."
Reverend Nazirmoreh (ABRD)

MAY PEACE PREVAIL ON EARTH

